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Abstract. The electrosorption of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on a polycrystalline gold electrode has been
studied with surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy SERS. Results imply a tilted orientation of the 3-bromo2-nitrothiophene molecule with a sulfur atom of the thiophene ring and oxygen atoms of the nitro group
interacting directly with the gold surface. The UV-Vis spectrum of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene is recorded
and its results indicated that the SERS spectra were measured under off-resonance conditions. Cyclic
voltammetry measurements of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene were made and the oxidation and reduction
potentials of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene at the gold electrode have been reported. The experimental
infrared and Raman data are supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations of 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene using the B3LYP level of theory and 6-31G (d) basis set. The vibrational frequencies of the
molecule were computed using the optimized geometry obtained from the DFT calculations. The calculated
spectra are very close to the recorded infrared and Raman of the solid 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene. No
imaginary frequencies are observed in the calculated spectra. Also, DFT calculations are performed to predict
and investigate the adsorption behavior of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on the Au surface. In this DFT calculations, the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on the gold electrode surfaces was modeled as the
metal-molecule complex.
Keywords. spectroelectrochemistry; 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene; electrosorption; Raman; DFT.

1. Introduction
Recently, many experimental works, which are used
the surface-enhanced Raman spectra (SERS) technique, have been reported for the adsorbed molecules
on silver, gold, and copper surfaces.1–4 SERS is an
important spectroscopic technique that has played an
important role in the study of molecules adsorbed on
metal surfaces. Also, it has been proven to be a very
sensitive method to detect the orientations of the
adsorbed molecules with very low concentration levels
(ca. 10-12 mol dm-3) on Nobel metals. Besides, SERS
have also been used as a powerful tool for studying the
vibrational spectra of monolayers on silver and gold.5
Interaction of molecule with certain metal surfaces is
an essential point for obtaining surface-enhanced
Raman spectra. In general, the molecules show SERS
phenomena, governed by physical or chemical
adsorption, when it has atoms like sulfur, nitrogen, and
oxygen or some functional groups such as CN, SO3,
*For correspondence

SH, and COOH which can interact with silver, gold, or
copper metal surfaces.6,7 Several previous studies have
used SERS to investigate the surface orientation of the
adsorbates having one or more r donor atoms (N or O)
along with p donor system.8,9 It was reported that the
perfect model system for the study of SERS is the
pyridine molecule.10 This is because pyridine has
suitable surface coordination property and different
bonding modes involving the aromatic p electrons and
lone pair electrons of the nitrogen atom. Thiophene
and substituted thiophenes have also attracted considerable SERS studies in recent years. Oligomerization of thiophenes on a non-reduced silver surface has
been reported by a SERS study.11 Adsorption of
thiophene and substituted thiophenes on metal surfaces has been investigated using SERS and density
functional theory.12–14 This is because thiophene is
similar to pyridine and possesses several adsorption
sites such as p electrons of the thiophene ring and the
lone pair electrons of the sulfur atom. 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene as a particularly prominent member of
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the family of substituted thiophenes has attracted
attention. The thermodynamic characteristics of
adsorption (TCA) of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene and
other thiophene derivatives have been determined
under the conditions of equilibrium gas adsorption
chromatography (GAC) on columns with graphitized
thermal carbon black (GTCB).15 The results of the
generation and further transformations of the anionic
r-adducts of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene and other
heteroaromatic systems with selected carbanions in the
gas phase have been described.16 Proton and carbon
chemicals shifts and coupling constants have been
calculated for 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene using the
density functional theory (DFT) method.17 Palladiumcatalyzed cyanation reactions of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene have been investigated.18
In this study, we report the SERS study of 3-bromo2-nitrothiophene which is possessing several sites
(sulfur, bromine and oxygen atoms and the p donor
thiophene ring) of adsorption. Also, selective
enhancement of different vibrational frequency bands
of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene gives insight into the
geometry and orientation of the molecule on the gold
surface. The SERS of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene
should be recorded only within a potential window
between oxidation and reduction potentials to avoid
contributions from reduction or oxidation products.
Therefore, electrochemical measurements were performed under conditions selected as being particularly
suitable for in-situ spectroscopy with surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy SERS, they served as a
basis for the selection of experimental conditions.
Additional information obtained from UV–visible
spectroscopy as far as was necessary to interpret the
SER spectra is included. Also, the adsorption of
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene is investigated on a gold
surface using DFT calculations.
2. Experimental
2.1 Reagents
Electrolyte solutions were prepared from acetonitrile
(ACN, Merck, [99%) and 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium
hexaﬂuorophosphate (TBFP, Fluka). 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene was synthesized and characterized as
described in the supporting information of the previously published work.19 All solutions were freshly
prepared, purged with argon, and all experiments were
performed at room temperature (20 °C).
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2.2 Spectroscopic measurements
In-situ Raman spectra were obtained using a Renishaw
2000 Raman spectrometer employing a charge couple
device (CCD) detector with 4 cm-1 resolution. SERspectra were recorded using 647.1 nm exciting laser
light. The normal Raman spectrum of the solid
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene was initially recorded at k0
= 647.1 nm (excitation wavelength), however, the
obtained spectrum at this wavelength shows a high
ﬂuorescence effect and law peak to noise ratio. To
decrease the ﬂuorescence effect, the normal Raman
spectrum of the solid 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene was
repeated at a lower excitation wavelength (k0 = 488
nm). In the recorded normal Raman spectrum of the
solid 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene at k0 = 488 nm, the
ﬂuorescence effect did not appear. Because of the very
low concentration of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene
used in the SERS measurements at k0 = 647.1 nm, the
ﬂuorescence effect was not observed. Infrared spectra
were recorded using the Fourier-transform spectrophotometer Shimadzu FT-IR 8400S in the range
4000–400 cm-1.
Roughening of the gold electrode (polycrystalline
99.99%, polished down to 0.3 l Al2O3) employed to
confer SERS activity was performed in a separate cell
with an aqueous solution of 0.1 M KCl by cycling the
electrode potential between ESCE = –800 mV and ESCE
20
= 1650 mV for about 15 min. UV-Vis spectra of
solutions were recorded with 1.0 cm cuvets on a Shimadzu UV-2101PC spectrometer.

2.3 Electrochemistry
Cyclic voltammograms were recorded with a gold disc
(6 mm diameter, Bio-Logic Science Instruments SAS)
working electrode using 0.1 M TBFP in ACN as
supporting electrolyte and SP-50 potentiostat/galvanostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments SAS) controlled with EC-Lab software package. A silver-silver
chloride (Ag/AgCl, Bio-Logic Science Instruments
SAS) electrode and a platinum wire (Bio-Logic Science Instruments SAS) were used as reference and
counter electrodes, respectively in a one-compartment
glass cell (Bio-Logic Science Instruments SAS). All
potentials are quoted vs. the silver-silver chloride
electrode (EAg/AgCl) except for roughening of the gold
electrode the saturated calomel electrode (ESCE) is
used.
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2.4 Computational methods

3. Results and Discussion

Calculation of the vibrational spectra of the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene was performed using density functional theory DFT (B3LYP) implemented in
the software package Gaussian 09.21 In both
approaches a basis set 6-31G (d) was used. The
calculated vibrational frequency values obtained as a
part of the output from Gaussian 09 software were
scaled down uniformly by a factor of 0.9614 as
recommended by Scott and Radom.22 The GaussView5.0 by Gaussian Inc. were used for inspecting
the input and output ﬁles generated by Gaussian09,
for preprocessing, structure modiﬁcation and postprocessing analyses of structures, frequencies and
forces. To positively identify the most stable structure, the minima, a frequency analysis was performed for each stationary point. These analyses are
performed to ensure that all minima have no imaginary frequencies in the vibrational mode calculations. A metallic cluster model was employed to
investigate the adsorption of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on the gold surface. The adsorbed 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene on the gold electrode surfaces was
modeled as the metal-molecule complex. The DFT
calculations of the metal-molecule complex were
carried out with the B3LYP functional. The basis set
for C, H, N, O, and S atoms of investigated molecules was 6-31G (d). For the Au atoms, the basis set
used was LANL2DZ.

3.1 Electrochemistry

20

Cyclic voltammogram recorded with a gold electrode
in a 0.1M TBFP in ACN with 1 mM 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene scanned toward positive potentials starting at EAg/AgCl =0.0 mV shows an anodic wave at EAg/
AgCl = 1889 mV (Figure 1). This anodic wave is
associated with a reversible process at EAg/AgCl = 1077
mV. The half-wave potential for the oxidation of
thiophene in different electrolyte solutions was
reported in the range of 1.6–2.0 V versus Ag/AgCl
reference electrode.23,24 The andic wave at 1889 mV is
attributed to the removal of one electron of the thiophene unit and the formation of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene radical cation as an electrochemical oxidation
product. This radical cation could proceed to a
dimerization process because only one a-position is
blocked. The mechanism that describes the formation
of radical cation and its proceeding to dimerization
process as a result of electrochemical oxidation of
ﬁve-membered heterocyclic compound are described
by Roncali in 1992.25 Recently, a mechanism was
proposed for the electrochemical oxidation of thiophene using low and high oxidation power electrodes.26 According to this mechanism, the main
products for the electrochemical oxidation of thiophene are thiophene-2(5H)-one, 3-hydroxythiophene2(3H)-one and some other oligomeric thiophene.
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Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of a gold disc electrode
in a solution of 0.1M TBFP in ACN without/with 1 mM
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene; (scanning toward positive potentials); dE/dt = 0.15 V s-1, room temperature, argon purged.
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Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms of a gold disc electrode
in a solution of 0.1 M 0.1M TBFP in ACN without/with 1
mM 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene; (scanning toward negative
potentials); dE/dt = 0.15 V s-1, room temperature, argon
purged.
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In the negative direction scan started at EAg/AgCl =
0.0 mV the cyclic voltammogram recorded with a gold
electrode in a 0.1M TBFP in ACN with 1 mM
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene shows a cathodic wave at
EAg/AgCl = - 981 mV (Figure 2). This reduction wave
is associated with a highly reversible process at EAg/
AgCl = - 768 mV. The reduction process must involve
either the nitro or the bromine substituent. Presumably, the reduction involves the nitro group. A reversible cathodic wave was reported at -1050 mV
(versus saturated calomel reference electrode) and
attributed to the one-electron reduction process of the
nitro-group of the nitrothiophene derivatives to form a
radical anion.27,28 In our case, the electrochemical
reduction of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene to form radical
anion could proceed to a dimerization process because
only one a-position is blocked.23 Since the current
corresponding to the reversible process at EAg/AgCl =
-768 mV is less than that of the cathodic wave at EAg/
AgCl = -981 mV, the dimerization process is
conceivable.
The above electrochemical measurements were
performed to determine the suitable potential range for
our SERS study. The applied potential in the SERS
measurements should be between oxidation and
reduction potentials to avoid contributions from
reduction or oxidation products.
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Figure 4. (a) Infrared spectrum of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene, resolution 4 cm-1, 32 scans and (b) calculated
infrared spectrum of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene according to B3LYP/6-31G (d) level of theory. This ﬁgure presents
the spectrum (a) as smoothed.

3.2 Vibrational frequencies of solid 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene
The band positions of the calculated and recorded
Raman (Figure 3) and infrared (Figure 4) spectra of
solid 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene are listed in
Table 1. The proﬁles of the calculated IR and
Raman spectra agree with the observed spectra.
Therefore, assignments for the observed IR and
Raman bands were made primarily based on the
vibrational modes as calculated and on the literature data.13,14,23,29–31
3.3 SER-spectra of adsorbed 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene on the gold electrode
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Figure 3. (a) Normal Raman spectrum of the 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene, resolution 4 cm-1, k0 = 488 nm, P0 = 300
mW and (b) calculated Raman spectrum (normalized,
scaled-down uniformly by a factor of 0.9614) of the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene according to B3LYP/6-31G
(d) level of theory. This ﬁgure presents the spectra (a) and
(b) as normalized and the spectrum (a) as smoothed.

To separate conceivable resonance enhancement in
Raman spectra from the expected surface enhancement, UV–vis spectrum of the electrolyte solution with
added 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene are recorded. The
spectrum, as displayed in Figure 5, shows no relevant
absorption close or even in the vicinity of the laser
wavelength 647.1 nm employed in SERS. The major
band attributed to the p ? p* transition is found at
307 nm. Because the excitation wavelength of 647.1
nm used in SERS measurements is far from the
UV-vis absorption band, all SERS spectra of adsorbed
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene were measured under offresonance conditions.
The SER-spectra of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene
adsorbed from 0.1 M 0.1M TBFP in ACN electrolyte
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Table 1. Assignment of vibrational modes of solid 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene based on literature data and calculations.
B3LYP/6-31G (d)
Figures 3b and 4b
Assignment

IR
Figure 4a

Raman solid
Figure 3a

–
–
–
–
–
439
–
599
668
696
726
759
800
833
844
898
1058
1087
1119
1178
1330
1361
1387
1474
1514

134
165
–
312
–
433
510
–
670
–
–
–
810
–
852
908
–
1100
1131
1180
1327
–
1395
1475
1523

d(Skeletal)
b(C-NO2)
c(ring)
v(C-Br)
b(ring)
c(ring)
bas(NO2)
c(ring)
c(C-H)
c(C-H)
b(ring)
b(ring)
b(C-H)
bs(NO2)
Ring breathing
b(ring)
b(C-H)
vas(N-C-S)
n.a.
b(C-H)
vs(NO2)
v(ring)
v(ring)
v(ring)
vas(NO2)

a

Vib.#

rangeb (cm-1)

Wavenumbers
(cm-1)

IR absorption

Ramanc intensity

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
296–365
–
414–452
472–557
488–644
531–683
531–712
711–745
585–763
738–918
830–857
843–886
880–1042
951–1081
–
–
1034–1250
1318–1357
1248–1404
1376–1409
1459–1507
1487–1555

140
151
216
294
387
440
479
596
649
701
745
773
814
–
867
877
1071
1100
–
1151
1329
1344
1394
1497
1559

0.184
0.975
0.004
2.044
2.042
0.119
1.161
8.449
7.126
6.156
43.928
23.465
6.393
–
59.947
0.986
2.042
9.651
–
9.139
386.101
17.755
63.450
18.931
207.752

0.01078
0.00211
0.00511
0.02367
0.0356
0.00599
0.00912
0.00056
0.05975
0.0000
0.01778
0.06585
0.01577
–
0.02532
0.00296
0.05297
0.00702
–
0.04135
1.0000
0.01727
0.74053
0.07946
0.04998

m21
–
m11
m10
m19
m17
m18
m16
–
m3
m8
m7
–
–
m15
–
m4
m5
m14
–

v: stretching mode; vas: asymmetric stretching mode; vs: symmetric stretching mode; d: deformation mode; b: in-plane
a
bending mode; c: out-of-plane bending mode; bs: scissoring mode; bas: rocking mode; n.a.: not assigned. : The vibration
number and its description according to reference (23). b: The range of the vibrational frequencies according to the reported
values in literature.13,14,23,29–31 c: normalized intensity.
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Figure 5. UV–vis spectra of 0.1M TBFP in ACN, with
1mM 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene, 10 mm cell.

solutions are Figure 6. The assignments of the
observed bands of this SER-spectra are listed in
Table 2. The SER-spectra of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene were initially recorded only within a potential
window between oxidation and reduction potentials to
avoid contributions from reduction/oxidation products.
To determine the interfered SERS bands that correspond to the solvent with those of adsorbed 3-bromo2-nitrothiophene, the band positions of the SERspectra of Figure 6 were compared with the reported
Raman band positions of the ACN.32 As a result of this
comparison, the bands at 385–389, 925–926, and
1048–1052 cm-1 in the SER-spectra of Figure 6 are
assigned to the C-C:N bending (b(C-C:N)), C-C
stretching (v(C-C)) and CH3 rocking (bas(CH3)),
respectively, of the adsorbed ACN solvent (Table 2).
Also, a comparison between the Raman spectrum of
solid 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene (Figure 3a) and SER-
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Figure 6. SER- spectra of 1 mM 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene adsorbed on a gold electrode at electrode potentials as
indicated in 0.1M TBFP solution in ACN; k0 = 647.1 nm, P0 100 = mW. This ﬁgure presents all spectra as normalized and
smoothed. For the vibrations m3, m7, m10, m14, m15, m16, and m19 the description according to reference23.

spectra (Figure 6) shows numerous differences
indicative of interactions between the gold surface and
the adsorbed molecule. Bands, seen weakly or not at
all in the normal Raman spectrum, are observed in
SER-spectra of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene. The SERspectra of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene show three-band
at 256–261, 410–413, and 1216–1219 cm-1 (Figure 6). These bands are not observed in Raman and
infrared spectra of the solid 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene.
In our case various modes of interaction between
adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene and the electrode
surface involving the sulfur, bromine, oxygen atoms
and the p donor thiophene ring are conceivable. The
coordinating capability of the sulfur atom, bromine
atom and the oxygen atoms of the nitro-group makes
an interaction with the electrode surface via these
atoms especially likely. In general, the surface-adsorbate vibrational mode can be expected at low
wavenumbers. The band at 256–261 cm-1 (Figure 6)
is assigned to the Au-S stretching mode (v(Au-S),
Table 2)). This assignment is based on the reported
studies of the adsorbed thiol compounds on gold surfaces by various authors.33–36 In these studies, Kang
et al., assigned a band found with cyclohexyl isothiocyanate adsorbed at gold surfaces at 251 and 261

cm-1 to the Au-S stretching mode.34 In the studded
self-assembled monolayers of 2-mercaptopyridine on a
gold electrode this band was found at 235–243
cm-1.33 Joo et al., found a band at 227 cm-1 with
benzyl phenyl sulﬁde adsorbed on a gold sol and
assigned it to an Au-S stretching mode.35 In the study
of the adsorption of thiophenol on the gold, the Au-S
stretching mode was found at 253–267 cm-1. The
second new band at 410–413 cm-1 the SER-spectra of
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene (Figure 6) is assigned to the
Au-O stretching mode (m(Au-O), Table 2). Such a
gold–oxygen stretching mode was observed for
adsorbed nitroanilines at gold electrodes and it was
located at 406–424 cm-1.37,38 In the normal Raman
spectrum of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene (Figure 3a),
the NO2 asymmetric stretching (vas(NO2)), NO2
symmetric stretching (vs(NO2)) and NO2 rocking
(bas(NO2)) bands are located at 1523 cm-1,
1327 cm-1, 510 cm-1, respectively (Table 1). These
bands are downshifted in the SER-spectra (Figure 6,
Table 2) of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene at all applied
electrode potentials and are located at 1501-1507
cm-1, 1308-1313 cm-1, 504-507 cm-1 for the vas(NO2), vs(NO2) and bas(NO2) bands, respectively. This
downshifting in nitro-group bands and the appearance
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Table 2. Assignment of vibrational modes of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene adsorbed on a gold electrode at various electrode
potentials based on literature data and calculations.13,14,19–21
SERS
Figures 6
Assignment
v(Au-S)
c(ring)c
b(C-C:N)b
v(Au-O)
bas(NO2)
c(C-H)
c(C-H)
b(C-H)
bs(NO2)
Ring breathing
v(C-C)b
b(C-H)
bas(CH3)b
b(C-H)
v(C-N)
vs(NO2)
v(ring)
vas(NO2)

a

EAg/AgCl=
Vibr.# -100 mV EAg/AgCl = 0 mV EAg/AgCl = 200 mV EAg/AgCl = 300 mV EAg/AgCl = 400 mV
–
–
–
–
–
m10
m19
m16
–
m3
–
m7
–
m15
–
–
m14
–

258
371
385
410
505
663
697
792
829
858
926
1021
1049
1168
1216
1308
1466
1503

256
371
385
410
504
662
696
793
831
858
926
1021
1048
1169
1219
1310
1464
1501

257
371
389
413
507
662
690
792
831
860
925
1019
1052
1171
1216
1309
1461
1505

261
371
386
411
507
662
699
792
831
864
926
1022
1051
1170
1219
1310
1462
1507

258
371
385
412
506
662
696
792
831
865
925
1023
1052
1173
1217
1313
1457
1505

v: stretching mode; vas: asymmetric stretching mode; vs: symmetric stretching mode; b: in-plane bending mode; c: out-ofa
plane bending mode; bs: scissoring mode; bas: rocking mode. : The Vibration number and its description according to
b
reference (23). : Bands correspond to the adsorbed ACN solvent and are assigned according to the reference (32). c: band
appeared as a shoulder at -100, 0, 200, and 300 mV electrode potentials and as a separated band at electrode potentials
higher than 300 mV.

of the Au-O stretching mode support the assumed
adsorption via the nitro group. Further supports for the
interaction of the nitro group of the adsorbed 3-bromo2-nitrothiophene with the gold surface the appearance
of the third new band at 1216-1219 cm-1 (Figure 6).
This band was assigned to the C-N stretching mode
(m(C-N), Table 2).29 Adsorption of the 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene via bromine atom with the gold surface
is excluded. The C-Br stretching mode is absent in
the SER-spectra of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene at gold.
The orientation of the adsorbed molecule with
respect to the electrode surface can be deduced from
the shift, appearance and disappearance of bands in
surface spectra compared with normal spectra. In the
SER spectra of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene
several bands correspond to the ring breathing (m3), inplane C-H bending (m16, m7, m15) and ring stretching
(m14) modes were observed (Table 2, Figure 6). The
appearance of these modes suggests a vertical orientation of the thiophene ring of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene with respect to the gold surface. In contrast, two
modes observed at 690–697 cm-1 (m19) and 662–663

cm-1 (m10) caused by C-H out of plane bending
modes (c(C-H)) of the thiophene ring vibration in the
SER spectra supports a ﬂat orientation the thiophene
ring with respect to the gold surface. According to the
surface selection rule reported by Moskovits and coworkers,39–42 the relative intensity of the thiophene
ring modes in the SERS spectrum provides a key to the
surface orientation of adsorbed molecules. The ring
breathing (m3), ring stretching (m14) and in-plane C-H
bending (m16, m7, m15) modes are expected to be weak
for ﬂat-oriented thiophene ring of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene, whereas for an orientation with the thiophene
ring vertical it should be fairly strong. In the present
case, the intensities of these bands (m3, m14, m16, m7,
m15) are medium to strong (Figure 6). This implies a
vertical or at least tilted orientation of the adsorbed
molecules with respect to the gold surface. Further
supports to this result, is the weak and broad appearance of the out-of-plane C-H bending modes (m19 at
690–697 cm-1, m10 at 662–663 cm-1) of the thiophene
ring in the SER-spectra of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene
(Figure 6). Remarkable potential-dependent changes
in intensity can be observed for the ring stretching
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(m14, at 1457-1466 cm-1) and vas(NO2) modes (Figure 6). As the electrode potential increased in the
direction of positive potential the intensity of the ring
stretching mode (m14) mode is increased, while the
intensity of the vas(NO2) mode is almost not changed.
This implies a less tilted or even vertical orientation of
the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene at more positive electrode potentials. Another noteworthy aspect of
the SER spectra of Figure 6 is at the electrode
potentials -100, 0, 200 and 300 mV a shoulder band
appeared at 371 cm-1. This band was nearly separated
from the band that corresponds to ACN (b(C-C:N))
solvent at higher electrode potentials (400 mV and 500
mV). Also, this band was very close to the in-plane
bending of the thiophene ring (b(ring)) that appeared
at 387 cm-1 in the calculated Raman spectrum
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene, while, do not has a counterpart in the recorded normal Raman spectrum
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene and the reported Raman
spectrum of the ACN solvent.32 Therefore, it was
assigned to the in-plane bending of the thiophene ring
(b(ring)). The appearance of the band located at 371
cm-1 (Figure 6) as a separated band, supports a less
tilted orientation of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene at more positive electrode potentials. It should
be mentioned that the Raman intensities are considerably decreased at the 500 mV electrode potential.
Because all SER-spectra is normalized, the decrease in
Raman intensities at this electrode potential (500 mV)
is not clear in Figure 6. The decrease in Raman
intensities can be attributed to the change in orientation of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene at
higher electrode potential (500 mV) as discussed
above.

Figure 7. Optimized structure of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene on Au surface according to DFT calculation.
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3.4 DFT calculations of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene on Au surface
According to the DFT calculation, the optimized
structure of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on
Au surface is displayed in Figure 7. As shown in this
ﬁgure, a tilted adsorption orientation was found of the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on the Au surface.
Figure 8 presents the simulated Raman spectrum of
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on a gold surface. The
Raman spectrum of 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on the
gold surface is dominated by several strong to medium
bands at 806, 830, 857, 1039, 1141, 1226, 1310, 1488,
and 1539 cm-1. The bands at 806, 1039, and
1141 cm-1 are assigned to the in-plane C-H bending
modes (b(C-H)) m16, m7, and m15, respectively. The
bands at 830, 857, 1226, 1310, 1488, and 1539 cm-1
are assigned to the NO2 scissoring (bs(NO2)), thiophene ring breathing (m3), C-N stretching (m(C-N)),
NO2 symmetric stretching (ms(NO2)), thiophene ring
stretching (m14) and NO2 asymmetric stretching (mas
(NO2)) modes, respectively. The appearance of the
m16, m7, m15, m14, m3, bs(NO2), m(C-N), ms(NO2) and
mas(NO2) bands as strong to medium bands agree with
the tilted orientation of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene molecule with respect to the gold surface
as displayed in Figure 7. Further supports for this
result is the appearance of the weak out-of-plane
bending modes at 681 (m19, c(C-H)), 642 (m10,
c(C-H)), 590 (m11, c(ring)) and 181 (c(ring)) cm-1
(Figure 8). The adsorption 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene
on the gold surface via the nitro group and the sulfur
atom described in Figure 7, can be indicated from the
appearance of the Au-O stretching (m(Au-O)) and AuS stretching (m(Au-S)) modes at 426 and 275 cm-1,
respectively, in the Calculated SER-spectrum of the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene (Figure 8). It should be
noted that the m(Au-O), m(Au-S), and m(C-N) bands
of Figure 8 have not appeared in the calculated Raman
spectrum of the free 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene molecule (Table 1, Figure 3). Additional very weak modes
appear in the calculated SER-spectrum of the adsorbed
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on Au surface (Figure 8) at
1420, 474, 379, 157, and 134 cm-1 and are assigned to
ring stretching (m5, m(ring)), NO2 rocking (bas(NO2)),
in-plan ring bending (b(ring)), in-plane C-NO2
bending (b(C-NO2)) and skeletal deformation
(d(skeletal)) modes, respectively. The perfect matching between the calculated SER-spectrum of the
adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene (Figure 8) with
those recorded (Figure 6) makes us believe that the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene adsorbed on the Au surface
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Figure 8. Calculated SER-spectrum of the adsorbed 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene on Au surface. This ﬁgure presents
the spectrum as normalized. For the vibrations m3, m5, m7, m10, m11, m14, m15, m16, and m19 the description according to
reference (23).

in a tilted orientation and via the nitro group and the
sulfur atom (Figure 7).
4. Conclusions
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene adsorbs strongly on the
polycrystalline gold surface via sulfur and oxygen
atoms of the nitro group that interacting directly with
the gold surface. This is evidenced by the appearance
of low-wavenumber bands in the SER-spectra of the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene, which corresponds to goldoxygen and gold-sulfur stretching frequencies.
Numerous bands in the SER-spectra of the 3-bromo-2nitrothiophene showing slight shifts when compared to
the free molecule are found. In-plane modes dominate
in the SER-spectra of the 3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene
implying a perpendicular position of the adsorbate.
The results of the calculated SER-spectrum are in
perfect agreement with those obtained experimentally.
The electrochemical oxidation and reduction of the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene were determined at the gold
electrode. Reversible anodic and cathodic waves were
observed in the cyclic voltammograms of the
3-bromo-2-nitrothiophene.
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